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Abstract

In this paper, a modeling extension for the description of wave propagation in rigid porous media at high frequencies
is used. To better characterize the visco-inertial and thermal interactions between the fluid and the structure in this
regime, two additional characteristic viscous and thermal surfaces Σ and Σ′ are taken into account, as initially introduced
in [J. Kergomardet al., Acta Acust united Ac 99 (4) (2013) 557–571]. This extends the modeling order of the dynamic
tortuosity and compressibility. A sensitivity analysis is performed on the additional parameters, showing that only
the viscous surface Σ has an influence on transmitted waves in the high frequency regime, for materials having a low
viscous characteristic length. A general Bayesian inference is then conducted to infer simultaneously the posterior
probability densities of the parameters associated with the visco-inertial effects, i.e., the porosity, tortuosity, the viscous
characteristic length, and the viscous characteristic surface. The proposed method is based on the measurement of
waves transmitted by a slab of rigid porous material in the time domain. Bayesian inference results obtained on three
different porous materials are presented.

I Introduction
The study of the propagation of sound in rigid porous media has found a widespread interest in the acoustic community,
due to the different fields of applications in which porous materials are found: sound attenuation [1], hydrology [2],
medicine (cancellous bone [3]) and geophysics [4] being some of the most active fields. The knowledge of the intrinsic
micro-structural properties intervening in the models used to describe the acoustic behavior of such a medium (i.e.,
porosity, tortuosity, etc.) is of prime importance, and its pursuit has met wide interest in the literature (for a review, see
Refs. [5, 6]).

The measurement of these properties has been tackled with two different classes of methods in the past: direct (non-
iterative, analytical) and inverse (iterative) methods. Direct methods rely on the use of a straightforward analytical
relationship between a measured signal and a model. Early examples of such an approach are found in Refs. [7, 8], where
the porosity and flow resistivity of a porous sample are both simply related to a change of volume and pressure loss across
the sample, respectively. Recent examples of direct methods include Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12], where a direct relationship is used
for the analytical reconstruction of the intrinsic parameters, from an acoustic signal and the Johnson-Champoux-Allard-
Lafarge (JCAL) model [13, 14, 15]. Inverse methods rely on an iterative approach, where the difference between the model
and experimental signals is minimized. Solutions of different inverse problems for parameter identifications have been
attempted regarding air-saturated porous media, mostly in the audible frequency regime [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However,
the parameters of interest are defined in either the low- or high-frequency asymptotic domain. For porous media, the
high frequency domain corresponds to the range of frequencies where the viscous and thermal boundary layer thicknesses
become small compared with the curvature radius of the pores [14]. Ultrasonic techniques [21, 22, 23] have proven to be
efficient in retrieving some of the parameters used to describe the attenuation and dispersion of acoustic waves in a porous
medium at high frequencies.

The measurement of ultrasonic reflected waves at the first interface at different oblique incidences was first used to
calculate the porosity and tortuosity [9, 24] in a direct manner. Ultrasonic transmitted waves were used to measure the
viscous characteristic length [25], and both the viscous and the thermal characteristic lengths [21]. To then extend the
identification to more parameters, the ultrasonic reflected and transmitted waves were combined to extract information
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on the porosity, tortuosity and the characteristic lengths [23, 11, 26]. While the previous identification attempts were
deterministic, Chazot et al. [27] developed a statistical Bayesian approach to identify the properties of the JCA-Biot
model [4], relying on frequency-domain signals in the audible regime. This showed the possibility of taking into account the
uncertainty of the measurement during the identification procedure. A similar Bayesian approach was then followed [28],
where ultrasonic reflected signals from the first interface were used to retrieve the posterior probability densities of the
porosity, tortuosity and the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths, thus extending the work presented in Ref. [9].

The recent work of Kergomard et al. [29] has introduced additional terms in the series expansions of the dynamic
tortuosity and compressibility used to describe the acoustic behavior of rigid porous media. The associated additional
parameters, Σ and Σ

′
, of the same dimension of a surface, have yet to be measured experimentally. The main purpose

of this work is to observe the influence of Σ and Σ
′
on the acoustic response of porous media, and to measure them. An

experiment is devised to retrieve information on these additional parameters, using ultrasonic waves transmitted by a slab
of rigid porous material and a Bayesian inference process.

The acoustical modeling is first presented in Sec. II. A sensitivity analysis is performed on the additional parameters
in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the Bayesian inference process is summarized, and the inference results are presented for three
different materials. Concluding remarks are laid out in Sec. V.

II Acoustical Modeling
When the fluid and solid phases have coupled contributions to the acoustic attenuation in the material, the Biot model [30]
is used to describe the wave propagation in both the solid and fluid phases. This results in the occurrence of two
compressional waves and one rotational wave. However, the solid structure can often be assumed rigid and its vibrations
neglected, especially when air is considered for the fluid phase filling the pores. This leads to the use of an equivalent fluid
model where only the compressional wave propagation in the fluid phase of the porous material is considered. The classical
properties of density and compressibility are replaced by equivalent ones in order to take into account visco-inertial and
thermal fluid-structure interactions in the pores.

A Acoustical high frequency modeling for rigid porous media
Let us consider a macroscopically homogeneous rigid porous material filled with a fluid of density ρf , fluid adiabatic bulk
modulus Kf and dynamic viscosity η. We further assume that the geometry is simple enough so that the movement of
the fluid remains incompressible at the pore scale. One can then apply continuum mechanics to the fluid phase in the
material and identify the whole porous medium as an equivalent fluid material of effective properties to account for viscous
and thermal dissipation arising from the fluid-frame interaction. As initially proposed by Zwikker and Kosten [31], one
can decouple the contribution of viscous and thermal dissipation in the pores. To do so, one defines two response factors
that represent the deviation from fluid behavior in free space as a function of frequency: the dynamic tortuosity α(ω)
that encompasses all viscous and inertial effects, and the dynamic compressibility β(ω) that takes into account all thermal
effects. The equations controlling the wave behavior are given in the frequency domain by

ρfα(ω)jωv̂ = −∇p̂, 1

Kf
β(ω)jωp̂ = −∇ · v̂. (1)

In the previous equations, v̂ is the Fourier coefficient of the macroscopic fluid velocity and p̂ the Fourier coefficient of
the acoustic pressure, obtained by averaging the microscopic velocity and pressure fields over a representative elementary
volume. Historically, models are developed in the frequency domain. While the inverse method in this work is conducted
using time-domain transmitted signals, frequency-domain models are used to calculate the transmission coefficient. Hence,
only frequency-domain models are presented below. The dynamic thermal compressibility is given by [15, 29]

β(ω) = γ − (γ − 1)/α′(ω), (2)

where α′(ω) is the dynamic thermal tortuosity.
Assuming that the pore-surface interface appears locally plane at high enough frequencies, i.e., meaning that the

viscous and thermal boundary layers (δ =
√

2ηρfω and δ′ =
√

2ηρfωPr) become small compared with a characteristic
radius of curvature of the pore, α(ω) and α′(ω) can be written as power series of δ and δ′ [29]:

α(ω) = α∞ +
2α∞

Λ

(
η

jωρf

)1/2

+
3α∞

Σ

(
η

jωρf

)
+O

(
1

jω

)3/2

, (3)

α′(ω) = α
′

∞ +
2α

′

∞
Λ′

(
η

jωρf Pr

)1/2

+
3α

′

∞
Σ′

(
η

jωρf Pr

)
+O

(
1

jω

)3/2

, (4)
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where α∞ is the tortuosity, Λ is the characteristic viscous length, Σ is the characteristic viscous surface, α
′

∞ = 1 is the high-
frequency limit of the thermal tortuosity [32], Λ′ is the characteristic thermal length and Σ

′
is the characteristic thermal

surface. The terms in Σ and Σ
′
were introduced by Kergomard et al. [29] and extend the Johnson–Champoux–Allard

model [13, 14] in the asymptotic high-frequency limit, where previously the development stopped at the order 1 in δ en δ
′

(the terms in Λ and Λ′).

B Link with the JCAPL model
The Johnson–Champoux–Allard–Pride–Lafarge (JCAPL) model [33, 34, 29, 32] can be used to represent the acoustics of
rigid porous media from low to high frequencies [29]. The JCAPL model writes, for the viscous effects:

αJCAPL(ω) = α∞

(
1 +

8

MS2
T

(1− q) + q

√
1 +

M2

16q2
S2
T

)
, (5)

M =
8α∞k0
φΛ2

, ST = Λ

√
jωρf
η

. (6)

For the thermal effects, one has:

α′JCAPL(ω) = 1 +
8

M ′S
′2
T

(
1− q

′
+ q

′

√
1 +

M ′2

16q′2
S

′2
T

)
, (7)

M
′

=
8k′0
φΛ′2

, S′T = Λ′

√
jωPr ρf

η
. (8)

In the previous equations, k0 is the static viscous permeability (in m2), q is the Pride parameter (denoted P in [34]), k′0 is
the static thermal permeability (in m2) and q

′
the thermal counterpart of q, introduced by Lafarge [33]. The high-frequency

terms q and q
′
are related to low-frequency parameters as

q =
1

α0 − α∞
2k0α

2
∞

φΛ2
, q

′
=

1

α′0 − 1

2k′0
φΛ′2

, (9)

in order for the JCAPL model to match the low-frequency asymptotic model. In these expressions, α0 is the static
viscous tortuosity (also coined inertial factor, introduced by Norris [35]), and α′0 is its thermal counterpart [33], the
static thermal tortuosity. The extension of Pride can be removed by setting q = q

′
= 1, thus yielding the John-

son–Champoux–Allard–Lafarge (JCAL) model. When taking the asymptotic expressions of the full model for the dynamic
tortuosities (5) and (7), one obtains

α(ω) = α∞ +
2α∞

Λ

(
η

jωρf

)1/2

+
φ(1− q)

k0

(
η

jωρf

)
+O

(
1

jω

)3/2

, (10)

α′(ω) = α
′

∞ +
2α

′

∞
Λ′

(
η

jωρf Pr

)1/2

+
φ(1− q′

)

k′0

(
η

jωρf Pr

)
+O

(
1

jω

)3/2

. (11)

Assuming that the expressions (9) are exact (which is in general not true, as shown explicitly in [29, 2.3]), the introduced
viscous and thermal surface parameters Σ and Σ

′
are related to the earlier parameters of the Pride –Lafarge model as

q = 1− 3α∞k0
φΣ

, q
′

= 1− 3k′0
φΣ′ . (12)

Alternatively, a link between the Pride parameter and the pore size distribution was made in Ref. [36]. It was showed [29,
Sec. 2.3] that the broadband frequency model of Pride was not capable of satisfactorily accounting for parameters Σ and
Σ

′
. In particular, the model fails to match the acoustic behavior of cylindrical circular pores, which is problematic. As

such, we find it more lucid to consider the expressions (3 –4), which are exempt from this flaw. In addition, there is no
longer any need to relate low-frequency and high-frequency parameters when using (3 –4). This emphasizes the need for
a new measurement method to retrieve Σ and Σ

′
.

III Sensitivity analysis
In this section, numerical simulations of ultrasonic transmitted waves are run by varying the parameters of a numerical
porous material, described acoustically using the modified equivalent fluid theory. First, the experimental apparatus used
in the following of this work is given in Sec. A.
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A The transmission coefficient
Experiments are performed in air with two Ultran NCT202 transducers with center frequencies extending from 150 kHz
to 230 kHz. Pulses of 400V amplitude are provided by a 5052PR Panametrics pulser/receiver. The received signals are
amplified to 90dB and filtered above 1MHz to avoid high frequency spurious noise. Electronic interference is removed by
performing the average of 1000 acquisitions. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.

Σ

Emitter
T

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of the experimental apparatus

When the incident pressure wave is normal to the material, one can obtain the transmission coefficient by solving a
system composed of 4 equations obtained by considering continuity of pressure and velocity on each side of the material.
Solving the system (see [37, Appendix B]) yields the transmission coefficient T (ω) in the frequency domain at normal
incidence as

T (ω) =
2Ξ

2Ξ cosh(jωLξm) + (1 + Ξ)2 sinh(jωLξm)
, (13)

with L the material width, and

Ξ = φ

√
β(ω)

α(ω)
, ξm =

√
ρf
Kf

α(ω)β(ω). (14)

The incident pressure signal pi (t) is Fourier transformed into p̂i (ω) and multiplied with the transmission coefficient T (ω).
The result is then inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the time-domain transmitted signal as:

pT (t) = iFT
[
T (ω)p̂i (ω)

]
, (15)

where iFT is the inverse Fourier transform function, conducted with a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

B Parameters sensitivity to the transmitted waves
A synthetically generated numerical incident pressure is considered. The transmitted pressure associated to the trans-
mission through a certain material is then obtained using Eq. 15, thus mimicking our experiment. The influence of the
introduced parameters, i.e., the viscous and thermal surfaces Σ and Σ′, is evaluated to see whether there is a chance
of identifying them using transmitted signals in the high frequency domain. Figs. 2–5 show the transmitted signals in
both the time- and frequency-domain. The signals are obtained with different values of Σ and Σ′, for two hypothetical
porous materials representative of classical foams encountered in the literature, i.e., a foam P1 with low characteristic
viscous length Λ, and a foam P2 of higher Λ. The properties of these materials are summarized in Table 1. In the case

Table 1: Summary of the properties of materials P1 and P2
Parameters φ α∞ Λ(µm) Λ′(µm)

P1 0.7 1.35 50 150
P2 0.98 1.05 150 450

of cylindrical circular pores [29], it is known that Σ = Σ′ = Λ2 = Λ′2 = r2, where r is the pore radius. No other prior
knowledge on Σ and Σ′ is available yet, since this is the first investigation on the subject, to the best of our knowledge.
Thus, as a reference for the sensitivity analysis, we consider that P1 and P2 properties respect the relations

Σ = Λ2,

Σ
′

= Λ′2. (16)

These values are then arbitrarily multiplied by a factor 3 to see whether the change has a strong influence on the transmitted
signals, for two different frequency contents corresponding to the ones our transducers can produce (centered at around
50 kHz and 200 kHz). The transmitted signals of the sensitivity analysis are given in Figs. 2-5.
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Figure 2: Influence of Σ on a transmitted signal in material P1 for two frequency ranges. Upper: [40 − 60] kHz. Lower:
[150− 250] kHz. Continuous line: Σ = Λ2. Dashed line: Σ = 3Λ2.
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Figure 3: Influence of Σ′ on a transmitted signal in material P1 for two frequency ranges. Upper: [40 − 60] kHz. Lower:
[150− 250] kHz. Continuous line: Σ′ = Λ′2. Dashed line: Σ′ = 3Λ′2.
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Figure 4: Influence of Σ on a transmitted signal in material P2 for two frequency ranges. Upper: [40 − 60] kHz. Lower:
[150− 250] kHz. Continuous line: Σ = Λ2. Dashed line: Σ = 3Λ2.
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Figure 5: Influence of Σ′ on a transmitted signal in material P2 for two frequency ranges. Upper: [40 − 60] kHz. Lower:
[150− 250] kHz. Continuous line: Σ′ = Λ′2. Dashed line: Σ′ = 3Λ′2.

The influence of Σ is mostly visible for resistive materials (low viscous characteristic length). The parameter Σ′ does
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not appear to have any influence on either of the two materials considered. The following will thus focus on materials of
low viscous characteristic lengths. The parameter Σ′ is non-influential, it will thus be fixed at Σ′ = Λ′2 in the remaining
of this work. We could also have decided not to consider the term with Σ

′
in Eq. 4 instead, which is equivalent to setting

Σ
′

= +∞. We preferred to give what we thought was a reasonable value of Σ′. Furthermore, we know [21, 38, 22, 25, 23]
that the thermal characteristic length Λ′ is usually a factor 2− 3 greater than Λ, and that its identification is problematic
due to a low sensitivity [39, 28]. As a result, Λ′ is set to 3Λ in the following, as was done in Refs. [23, 38], and the present
work focuses on identifying the visco-inertial parameters.

IV Statistical inverse problem
In this section, the principles of Bayesian inference are recalled, and the identification of the properties of three different
porous materials is performed.

A Principle of Bayesian inference
Statistical inference in the Bayesian framework [40, Chap. 8] consists in recasting parameters of interest as random
variables. Their probability densities encompass established information one has on the parameters. The information
contained in the observed experimental data de and the prior knowledge of the estimated parameters m are combined to
update one’s knowledge on the inferred parameters. In this work, de is a collection of measured transmitted signals in the
time domain, and m = (φ, α∞, Λ, Σ). Using Bayes’ theorem, a posterior probability density π(m|de) is defined as

π(m|de) =
π(de|m)π(m)

π(de)
, (17)

where L(m) ≡ π(de|m) is the likelihood function, π(m) is the prior density, and π(de) is a normalizing constant not
calculated in practice. The posterior probability π(m|de) reflects all the information inferred on m, conditional on the
observation de, and is the quantity to be found.

A.1 Likelihood

The likelihood function represents the mechanism through which new information is assimilated. The physical correlations
between m and de are represented by a deterministic forward operator G representing the transmission problem, and a
noise ε accounting for the uncertainty:

de = G(m∗) + ε, (18)

where m∗ is unknown. The components of ε are assumed to be independent of the model parameters m and identically
distributed random variables of zero mean Gaussian density πε. The forward operator is represented in a discrete-time
manner by noting G(m) = (G1(m), . . . Gj(m), . . . , GNd

(m)) where Nd is the number of time steps observed in the
experimental transmitted signal, and with

Gj(m) =

∫ tj

0

T̃ (m, τ)pi(tj − τ)dτ. (19)

The dependency on the parameters m has been made explicit in the writing of the transmission kernel, and tj is the jth
observed time step. The likelihood takes the form

L(m) = πε(d
e −G(m)), (20)

which reads

L(m) =

Nd∏
j=1

1√
2πσ2

j

exp

(
−|d

e −Gj(m)|2

2σ2
j

)
, (21)

where σ2
j denotes the noise variance. The larger the value of σ2

j , the larger the estimated uncertainty on the observation.
The value of the standard deviation σj is taken in this work to 2% of the average of the absolute value of the considered
experimental transmitted signal, to encompass our uncertainty in the acquisition chain, the material thickness, the exper-
imental conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) and the possible presence of gaps and leaks around the samples or the
microphone. For numerical reasons, the logarithm of the likelihood is used instead of Eq. 21.
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A.2 Prior model

The prior probability π(m) summarizes the information obtained independently of the observation de. It reflects the
user knowledge. A wide-range, non-informative improper homogeneous density on the parameters supports represents
well one’s ignorance, if no prior knowledge is available, and merely sets boundaries for each parameter. Assuming prior
independence between the unknown parameters, we set

π(m) =

4∏
i=1

πi(mi), (22)

where a uniform probability πi(mi) ∼ U(mi,min,mi,max) is taken for the priors, with mi,min and mi,max the boundaries
(see Table 2). Note that it is not expected that the value of Σ/Λ2 is lower than 1. However, this result has not been made

Table 2: Prior boundaries
Parameter φ α∞ Λ(µm) Σ/Λ2

Prior Min 0.4 1.01 10 0.1
Prior Max 0.99 2 300 20

available in the literature yet, to the best of our knowledge, so it was decided to allow for possibly lower values of Σ/Λ2

during the inference.

A.3 MCMC: posterior sampling

The posterior probability density defined in Eq. 17 is only known up to a normalizing constant π(de), a term difficult to
calculate. A technique called Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is exploited. A random-walk algorithm is designed
to explore the posterior density of interest (usually small compared with the parameter space generated by the prior
support) and create a Markov chain whose stationary distribution is the distribution of interest. This is done with a
Metropolis-Hasting [41, 42] algorithm for the selection process, consisting in an acceptance/rejection step that creates
the transition kernel of the Markov chain. The ratio of probabilities used in the acceptance step cancels the normalizing
constant, thus removing the need for calculating it. The reader is referred to [41, 42, 43, 44] for the specifics, including
that of the MCMC strategy used in the present article (coined MT-DREAM_ZS [44]).

In the present work, 3 Markov chains are used in parallel, on which 105 iterations are performed, with the first 10%
of each chain being discarded as burn-in to allow decorrelation with the initial samples. The chains are initialized by
sampling from the prior’s support. Convergence is checked a posteriori, through a Gelman-Rubin diagnostic [45] and a
visual check of the chain samples.

B Identification results
The inference method is carried on three different porous materials, denoted by M1, M2 and M3. The foams considered in
this work are plastic foams of open porosity, used in sound absorption applications. The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
estimator is chosen as the reference estimator since it is closest in meaning to the estimates obtained through usual
deterministic methods. The MAP estimate mMAP is defined as

mMAP = arg max
m

π(m|de). (23)

The results are summarized in Table 3 for inferences of materials M1, M2, and M3. The 95% credibility intervals (CI)
are also given. In the Bayesian sense, such an interval is interpreted as a 95% probability that the true value of a given
parameter falls within the credible region. Figures 6, 8 and 10 show the probability density functions (pdf, diagonal
elements of the matrix plot) and joint-pdfs (off-diagonal elements) inferred on materials M1, M2 and M3, respectively.
Obtaining the pdf is achieved through a Kernel density estimation of the Markov-Chains resulting from the MCMC
simulations, for each parameter. Finally, the identification is concluded by showing the agreement in time- and frequency-
domain between experimental and MAP signals, in Figures 7, 9 and 11, for materials M1, M2 and M3, respectively.
The excellent agreement between both signals shows the capability of our model to adequately represent the dissipation
mechanisms inside the porous material. It is further noted that the taking into account of Σ in the modeling allowed a
≈ 15% increase of the likelihood (Eq. 21) compared with the classical JCA model. This in turn emphasizes the need to
take Σ into account when modeling low characteristic lengths porous media in the high frequency regime.

A common feature relative to Figs. 6, 8 and 10 is the display of strong correlations between some parameters. Corre-
lations are seen on a 2D posterior density plot by the presence of a thin ellipse, which major axis direction indicates the
correlation sign. A strong positive correlation is present between parameters α∞ and Λ, while strong negative correla-
tions are evidenced between Σ/Λ2 and all the other parameters. These correlations are model-based, and depend on the
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Table 3: Results summary for the inference of M1, M2 and M3. N/A: non-applicable. Reference values are obtained with
the technique developed in Refs. [46, 22, 21].

Parameter φ α∞ Λ(µm) Σ/Λ2

M1
Ref. value 0.80 1.30 43.7 N/A

Inferred value 0.76 1.31 46.7 2.52
95% cred. interval 0.72− 0.80 1.30− 1.32 45.0− 48.5 1.75− 3.77

M2
Ref. value 0.75 1.45 50 N/A

Inferred value 0.78 1.44 31.8 6.2
95% cred. interval 0.76− 0.81 1.43− 1.44 31.6− 32.0 5.5− 7.5

M3
Ref. value 0.92 1.25 50.0 N/A

Inferred value 0.77 1.24 47.0 5.7
95% cred. interval 0.69− 0.84 1.23− 1.24 46.2− 48.6 3.6− 18.6

Figure 6: (Color online) M1 inference pdfs (diagonal elements),
joint pdfs (off-diagonal elements).
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Figure 7: Material M1. MAP estimates (dashed
line) and experimental signals (Continuous line).
Up: time signals. Down: frequency spectra.

experimental observation that has been made. They are related to the structure of the model used in Eq. 3. For instance,
let us consider the real part of the viscous dynamic tortuosity (Eq. 3), which can be written as

<(α(ω)) = α∞

(
1 +

√
2η

ωρ

1

Λ

)
. (24)

If this were the observed quantity, a positive correlation between the α∞ and Λ would ensue: an increase in α∞ could be
balanced out by an increase in Λ in Eq. 24. This would in turn leave the likelihood unchanged. The idea remains the same
in the more complicated case of the full problem addressed in this work. In no case should one interpret these correlations
as physical ones. In practice, it has been observed that foams with higher tortuosities might have lower characteristic
viscous lengths, thus denoting a negative correlation between those two parameters, as opposed to the positive one observed
during the inference. The same finding was reported in [28], where a correlation between φ and α∞ was evidenced when
the inference was performed with reflected signals.

Since the viscous surface Σ is a higher order term in the asymptotic expansion, it is in some instances less sensitive
than the other parameters. However, the presence of well defined posterior density functions shows that information from
the transmitted signals was nevertheless extracted and that it was possible to gain knowledge on this parameter.

The sensitivity of Σ and its experimental determination show that this viscous surface term should not be neglected. It
is necessary to take this new parameter into account for materials having a low characteristic viscous length, i.e., resistive
materials.
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Figure 8: (Color online) M2 inference pdfs (diagonal elements),
joint pdfs (off-diagonal elements).
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Figure 9: Material M2. MAP estimates (dashed
line) and experimental signals (Continuous line).
Up: time signals. Down: frequency spectra.

Figure 10: (Color online) M3 inference pdfs (diagonal elements),
joint pdfs (off-diagonal elements).
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Figure 11: Material M3. MAP estimates (dashed
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V Conclusion
The modeling of wave propagation inside porous media and the non invasive determination of their micro-structure are
crucial for the diverse research fields in which porous materials are studied. In this paper, the propagation of waves
through a porous material having a rigid frame is considered in the high frequency regime. This study dealt with two
additional parameters intervening in the equivalent fluid model of rigid porous media in the high frequency regime, namely
the viscous and thermal characteristic surfaces Σ and Σ

′
. A sensitivity analysis was performed and showed that the viscous

surface Σ had an influence on the acoustic wave attenuation of ultrasonic waves, but only in porous media with small
viscous characteristic lengths. The thermal surface Σ

′
was found to have little influence, whatever the porous media.

The study then proposed a statistical inference method based on Bayes theorem to identify the viscous surface Σ.
Ultrasonic transmitted waves were measured in a transmission experiment. No attempt was made in this work to identify
the thermal parameters, due to their low expected sensitivity to the transmission problem. The inference process has been
carried out on three different porous materials of pores with small cross sections since this is where the influence of the
viscous surface Σ was predicted to be the greatest.

For the three materials considered, it was possible to extract information from the transmitted wave signals relative to
the viscous surface Σ, which showed a well defined posterior density function. The ratio Σ/Λ2 was consistently identified
at values greater than 1. These identifications warrant additional research to pursue the analytical study of the viscous
surface Σ and possibly of its thermal counterpart Σ

′
, even though an experiment has yet to be designed to retrieve its

value, possibly involving the use of different gases filling the pores. This study shows the influence and importance of
considering the viscous surface Σ for acoustic wave attenuation in the high frequency regime, for resistive materials of
pores with small cross sections. Therefore, we can no longer ignore this parameter when dealing with wave attenuation in
highly resistive porous material.
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